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CASE STUDY: Lakeland Electric

Lakeland Electric’s Journey to Build Strong 

Problem:
Lakeland Electric is the third largest municipal in Florida serving 127,000 customers located just east 

 

energy partner there to help customers understand, manage, and even predict their energy costs would 

 

   “We believe that the wealth of data provided by our smart grid system can 
be presented to our customers in an engaging format, as well as in a way 
that empowers and motivates proactive energy cost management.” Dave 
Kus continued, “By providing our customers with tools such as proactive 
bill analysis and alerts, one-click rate comparisons, home energy analysis, 
recommendations, seasonal services, and data that explains connections 
between the weather and their bill, we’ll put our customers in control 
of their energy use while helping the Lakeland Electric forego future 
generation needs.”
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               bill.

   
    manage their energy costs.

 • Help customers choose their best rate plan. 

toolset in December of 2015.

The result was an energy toolkit that includes: 

Energy Advisor
energy calculator fueled by a proprietary analysis 
engine that ensures consistent energy analysis 

Envoy.
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Energy Forecast

Mid-Cycle and Threshold Alerts allow 

preference whether they want to be 

threshold amount or by monitoring their 
bill with mid-cycle alerts during the 
monthly billing period. 

Personal Video Messaging creates customized video messages for each customer explaining their 
bill why their bill is more than the previous month or more than the same month last year. Lakeland 
Electric sets the criteria that triggers the video send, for instance if the bill is ten dollars more than last 
month’s bill.
Energy Summary Reports are delivered by email or mail or through video messages. These reports are 
exclusive to the customers billing data and show customers their disaggregated bill analysis month by 

and the seasonal weather changes.
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The Results:

Mid-cycle alerts delivered by email earned an incredible 72% open rate. Alerts and Video Bill 

a median industry standard of 2% supplying relevant useful clearly produces results and increases 
engagement. It is important to understand data was presented upon opening the email the click 
throughs were voluntary. 

 

that journey. 
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appropriate electric pricing plans, shows customers how their personal behaviors as well as the 


